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The first image taken by humans of the whole Earth. Photographed by the crew of Apollo 8 (probably by Bill 
Anders) the photo shows the Earth at a distance of about 30,000 km. South is at the top, with South America visible 
at the covering the top half centre, with Africa entering into shadow. North America is in the bottom right. NASA 

image	




Size of the ISS	


Expedition 1: First ISS Crew	


• Launch: Oct. 31, 2000	

• Vehicle: Russian Soyuz	

• Docking: Nov. 2, 2000	

• Undocking: March 18, 2001	

• Vehicle: Space Shuttle Discovery	

• Landing: March 21, 2001	

• Duration: 136 days, 17 hours, 9 minutes ���
���
	


Days in Orbit 5281 

Days Occupied 4568 

Number of orbits 82893 

As of May 6th	


Estimated Cost only	

$150 x10^9	






Russian Progress Spacecraft	




Two Progress Ships 
docked to ISS.  	


	

Astronaut Chris 

Hadfield to return���
13th May, 2013.	


	




SpaceX visits the 
ISS to bring food, 
water for the crew.	


	

Notice what keeps 

it steady, the 
Canadarm2	




Alex Misurkin, Roman Romanenko, Cmdr. Chris Hadfield	




Clouds over the Sarhara Desert	




Expedition 24′s Tracy Caldwell Dyson gazes out of the cupola 



Italy	




Mount Etna, Sicily	






In the Southern Hemisphere systems rotate counter clockwise	

 view is looking south	




Cloud features	




Identifiable Floating Object	




Water in weightlessness	




Victoria during the day	




Victoria at night 	




Vancouver	




The Great Lakes	




The Great Lakes again	




St Lawrence's mouth, where the Great Lakes pour into the sea.	


Manicougan���
Impact Crater	




May the 4th be 
with you! 	


	

The space Station 

isn’t always 
serious science 

experimentation.S
ome of the 

Astronauts have 
strange 

behaviours when 
they don’t get 
enough sleep. 	




Prince Edward Island waits for the greening of Spring.	




Nova Scotia on a clear early Spring day	




The Moon rises 16 times per Earth Day	

and can look different each time.	




Kidney Bean Lake	






The Himalayas	






Salt Lake Bed	




A cloudy tailed Island	




Cities glow like spiders at 
night from orbit	






Bermuda	




Images taken by Astronaut Dr. Chris Hadfield and NASA 

Stills are available online at the Gateway to Astronaut Photography of Earth at 
http://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/	

	

Mission videos are available online on the Canadian Space Agency Utube channel 
at Expedition 34/35: Chris Hadfield on the ISS	

	



